Novel manipulations of ratio spectra as powerful tools for resolution and quantitative determination of Pyridostigmine bromide and its' related substances; A comparative study.
Resolution and quantitative determination of ternary mixture with severely overlapped spectra without any preliminary separation steps represents a big challenge for any analyst. Smart and novel spectrophotometric methods are continuously innovated for achieving the above mentioned target. Novel applications of ratio difference spectrophotometric technique utilizing ratio spectra and derivative ratio spectra are applied in presented work. The proposed methods included derivative ratio difference (DRD) and ratio subtraction ratio difference (RSRD) methods. Comparative study was achieved between the proposed methods and the recently developed induced ratio difference (IRD) method. The developed methods were assessed through the analysis of ternary mixtures with different ratios of Pyridostigmine bromide (PR) and its related substances; impurity a (IMP A) and impurity b (IMP B). Analysis of PR in a pharmaceutical dosage form without any interference from other inactive ingredients was also a successful application of the proposed methods. As per ICH guidelines, the proposed methods were validated ensuring their accuracy, precision and specificity. Statistical comparison between the developed methods and the reference method was done, where calculated F and t values were less than the theoretical ones in regards to accuracy and precision.